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The Divine Ideal of Nativitas Novas

Discourse — December 28, 2019
The Ascended Masters coin proper names and assign
precise meaning to those names. So it is with the name Nativitas
Novas. Every so often a new star is born, called a super nova,
shining forth with such tremendous brilliance that it outshines
all the rest of the stars, seeming to appear where there was none
before. This is an analogy for the ideal of Nativitas Novas, where
God Individualized as our Mighty I AM Presence is Coming-toBe into the Fivefold Universe, down to and including the physical
plane. It is the glorious action when, after lifetimes of nondescript
mortality, the Heart Flame finally awakens and bursts forth,
breaking through the chrysalis of the outer self, and shining forth
the Majestic Consciousness of the Beloved Mighty I AM Presence.

The Truth of Your Identity is the Christ Light Shining Forth

El Morya — December 28, 2019
Consider whether, as one of the Three Wise Men, you
would have had the attunement to recognize the Divine Purpose
of your journey. Many students come to El Morya’s Retreat to ask
their Divine Mission, but if he told you, you would not believe him.
Your Purpose is the Will of your Presence and has to be realized
within your own Heart Flame. Beloved El Morya holds the balance
for the Will of God to move within you and take its dominion. The
Power of God can then move through you to fulfill all that you
require to recognize the Bethlehem DayStar of your own Being
and become the Christ who walks the Earth as a Son or Daughter
of God, fulfilling your Fiery Destiny. The Will of God puts you in
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the Divine figure-eight flow with the Love and Purity of God. It
is all in all, bringing everything you need, so that at the appointed
hour you will hear the voice of your Presence calling you into the
Ascension.

The Holy Kumaras and the Nine Luminaries of the
Secret Love Star

Discourse — December 29, 2019
The Action of the nine-pointed Secret Love Star enfolding
your Electronic Body and expressing itself though your four lower
bodies signifies that the Dispensation of the Light of the Secret
Love Star, focused by the Nine Luminaries and many other Cosmic
Beings, is at the disposal of your Presence. This monumental
mission of Service to the mankind of Earth, begun millions of
years ago by the Seven Holy Kumaras, is to restore the Truth of
Cosmic Law®, especially the Truth of God as One, Individualized
as the many Sons and Daughters of God on Earth. This Discourse
will assist you in understanding your place in the long span of
history. In this era, the plan is to restore these Truths through the
Great Commission of The Temple of The Presence, and you have
the opportunity to join in this glorious Activity. As you engage with
it, you will have at your disposal the Great Reservoir of Light of
the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light.

Hold Fast to the Divine Patterns You Are to Establish

Lord Maitreya — December 29, 2019
Allow yourself to be inspired with Faith, Hope, and Joy
as Beloved Lord Maitreya reminds you of the Blessings you have
received through approaching your own Mighty I AM Presence
and through hearing Cosmic Law, firsthand, from the Altar of
The Temple of The Presences. Expand the Presence of God by
the Flame on the Altar of your Heart, and do not limit the height
of Consciousness you can achieve. Understand, instead, the
opportunity to gain mastery here on Earth and, once ascended,
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use that mastery to create new worlds! As you enter into Holy
Communion this day, drink in this Light of the Secret Love Star,
allowing your Heart to be filled with Love and Gratitude to the
Holy Kumaras who have brought this Virgin Consciousness back
to the awareness of the Sons and Daughter of God. Take in this
Light to assist you on your Path to the Ascension.

Establish Your Christ Light in the Earth

Archangel Michael — December 29, 2019
The Blue-Flame Angels come to protect you this day, as
well as to strengthen the Faith you need to maintain your attunement
with your Presence. In order for the Momentum of your Presence to
be realized in this incarnation, only the Mind of God and the Flame
on the Altar of your Heart can be in your consciousness. When
you have challenges, still yourself and take a moment with your
Mighty I AM Presence in Holy Communion, and you will begin to
see that you have the solution, the Momentum and Power of God to
complete the Initiation. Surrender fully to your Presence, knowing
your Presence will accomplish all that is Divinely intended. This
Sabbath, Archangel Michael brings the Gift of his Legions of
Angels to surround you and any person who is raising their Chalice
to the Glory of God. You have Cosmic Beings by your side and the
commitment and help of these Anointed Representatives. You will
leave your mark and your record that the Christ Light has been
born in the Earth and will have its day of Ascension in the Light!

How Can There Be Two Selves? There Cannot!

Discourse — December 30, 2019
Nativitas Novas heralds the Incarnation of the True God
Self, the Coming-To-Be of the highest level of your Identity, your
Mighty I AM Presence, all the way down to and through your
physical body. One primary stumbling block to the full maturity of
the Christ Presence in your four lower bodies is the “not self” of
the human ego — the layers of rebellion against the True Self of
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the Presence that have built up through many incarnations when the
outer self turned its back upon the Presence and went its separate
way. There cannot be two selves, a human self and a Divine Self.
Once the True Individuality of your Presence is appreciated,
it changes everything. You come to know the Presence as the
Self. There need be no fear of being annihilated by completely
identifying with your Presence as the One Real Self. Your four
lower bodies and Christ Presence can be reabsorbed and blended
with the Electronic Body of your Mighty I AM Presence to become
the Ascended Master. Previous Ascended Master Activities did
not tell the full story of God Individualized, which is found at the
levels of the Great I AM and The One.

My Gift to You of the Golden Elixir, Illumination’s Flame

Kuthumi — December 30, 2019
Blessing you with his Momentum of Illumination’s
Flame, Kuthumi instructs that you must learn to refine all of the
urges within your outer vehicles and put them through the Flame.
Without the refinement of your Heart Flame filling your intellect
with Illumination’s Flame, Wisdom will not prevail, and you will
make karma. Decide to be in Illumination’s Flame, attentive to
all aspects of your life. You fulfill the desire of your Presence by
calling upon your Presence and surrendering all that you are. This
allows your Presence to fill you with every Attainment that you
require and with the Wisdom, the Love, the God Power, and the
Will to fulfill it. Your relationship with your Presence is Holy, and
the closest relationship you will ever have — for it is the “Divine
You.” Divine Destiny is not the completion of your work, but the
journey, as each step is a preparation for fulfilling all that your
Presence desires. When you become impatient, you lose the
opportunities that would otherwise build a firm foundation upon
which you may rise in vibration and attainment. All things will
come in their Divine Order in the perfect Outpouring from your
Presence as you accelerate on the Path.
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Your Presence is the Full Complement of Your True Self
& Q&A

Discourse — December 30, 2019
It is not in accordance with Cosmic Law for Jesus or
anyone other than your own I AM Presence to perform the service
of salvation or the repayment of karmic debts on your behalf.
Your Presence is, by the outpouring of its All-Consuming Love,
paying that karmic debt. And that Presence is, by its Service in
cooperation with your Heart Flame, being the Doer of all the Good
that comes into your life because you are the incarnation of that
Presence! That is why the Ascended Masters want you to come into
a more intimate communion with your Presence. The Teachings
of the Brotherhood through this Activity instruct you to give your
all to your Presence, because you realize that your Presence is the
full complement of your one True Self. In the Thoughtform for
Nativitas Novas, the Heart of the Presence is operating not only in
the Electronic Body, but also in and through the four lower bodies.
Nativitas Novas means the Coming-To-Be of the One Heart of the
One Presence pouring forth into this world of form. That which has
been a duality of human and Divine must be reunited into the One
Selfhood, accomplished by the open Heart. Questions and Answers
follow.

Establish the Fullness of the Flame of God Love

Djwal Kul — December 30, 2019
Djwal Kul challenges you to establish the Fullness of
the Flame of God Love. Mastering and manifesting the Light is
your Initiation. But first, you must have the Love of God for all
of Life. Entering into the Heart of Love allows you to embody
the Presence of God. For it is that Love of God that allows for the
transfer of Light and God Momentum into your life. By expanding
your Heart Flame and loving God with every erg of energy, you
realize how all of Life responds to that Love. All Love should be
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unconditional. Becoming the Christ is the Divine Commandment
from your Presence and the reason you have come into incarnation.
Becoming the Christ and embodying the Christ Command with
your Heart Flame is an active participation in the very Presence of
God moving through the Earth and establishing patterns in form!
As one of the Three Wise Men, Djwal Kul reveals that these Three
Kings brought to Jesus the Love, Wisdom, and Power to fulfill his
Divine Mission — and you are to manifest in your life all that Jesus
accomplished, and much more! Call to his Flame and Djwal Kul
will always stream forth his Love to assist you.

The Divine Ideal of the Outer and Inner Becoming One

Discourse — December 31, 2019
You are undoing the construct of a dual in your world,
identity which pits the “not self” against the Light of the Christ.
You are reconnecting with your Mighty I AM Presence. The goal
now is for your outer vehicles to stream forth the Light of your God
Identity. Your four lower bodies must chalice the Consciousness
of your I AM Presence into respective modes of thought, feeling,
will, word, and deed. Fearlessly give your four lower bodies back
to your Presence and allow your Presence to enact the at-one-ment
so that the full Path of Initiation can be accomplished. The Sacred
Realm of the Presence and the Allness of God in the Great Central
Sun are brought forth into the physical, manifesting Perfection. The
Godhead Charioteer, through the saga of the Divine Incarnation,
is unfolding the various expressions of The Good so that it can
bless every part of Creation. From within out, the Inner comes to
embrace the outer. Nativitas Novas is celebrating the burst of the
Heart Flame coming forth to establish that at-one-ment as shown
in the poster.
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I Seal Your Karma from the Past Year

The Great Divine Director — December 31, 2019
Proclaiming that this is your time in history to accomplish
a great task, the Great Divine Director asks you to account to your
Mighty I AM Presence, asking you eight questions, including: “Who
are you?” and “What have you realized as the Presence of God in
your life?” “Do you have the co-measurement of what is and what
is not the Vibration of the Christ Light?” “Do you know what are
and what are not the identifying Patterns of the Truth of your Being?”
Stating that you are the outer activity of the Most High, he explains
how the healings and miracles of Jesus occurred. You have all you
need to live a life filled with God Joy, Peace, and Love — that is what
the Manus hold as the Pattern of your Christhood for you. The Great
Divine Director grants the Dispensation of the sealing of your karma
from the past year of 2019 away from the Light of the New Year of
2020, so that you will not bring that karma into the new patterns that
you are to fulfill. The Great Divine Director charges you to hold fast to
every word that he has released during this Dictation.

Living Within the Consciousness of Your Presence

Lord Gautama — December 31, 2019
Lord Gautama teaches you to abide within your Threefold
Flame. It is within that Threefold Flame that you become aware of
who you truly are. In the Flame that abides upon your Heart, you
are Home. When you are within that Flame, you touch all of God
Life. Gautama promises that when you still your consciousness and
rise into the Mind of God and into your Presence, all is clear and
there is no more struggle. Struggle means there is a sympathetic
tie to unreality. Explaining “Fiery Destiny,” Gautama teaches why
you must decide where you choose to live — in human or God
Consciousness. Gautama elucidates the important meaning of the
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Great Divine Director’s Dispensation. Reading the Scroll from
the Great Silent Watcher, he announces the new Thoughtform for
the Year 2020. This accelerated Light from the Secret Love Star
is to produce an expanded consciousness among the many Sons
and Daughters of God. Gautama asks that as you contemplate your
future, always hold in the forefront of your consciousness this
new Responsibility of the expanded Heart Flame and the Crystal
Cord Light that will fill it and tether you to the Heart of your I AM
Presence.

Utilize the Light You Have Been Given Wisely

The Nameless One — January 1, 2020
The streaming forth of the Secret Love Star is a
magnificent Gift to use wisely. This Dispensation signifies a New
Day for all of mankind, and you will see the signs around the world
as well as in your own life. Allow this acceleration to multiply and
bring you into a greater sense of Holy Purpose. Keep the watch
over the Flame on the Altar of your Heart so you do not let this
experience fade away into the minutia of life, which will try to pull
your attention away from the Christ Light. To continue to expand,
you will need to ensure your Christ Light is protected, sealed when
necessary, from any part of life that may try to erode it away. The
Master requests you also make calls for the Protection of Freedom
in the United States so that the knitting together of the Etheric City
with the High Altar of The Temple of The Presence may continue.
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ALL THINGS BRIGHT
AND BEAUTIFUL
ACROPOLIS SOPHIA
January 2 - 8, 2020

Experience the Realm of Your Own Causal Body

Discourse — January 2, 2020
The study of the Causal Body is of great value to you. The
Anointed Representative, Monroe Julius Shearer, explains how he
was taken up to the Realm of the Causal Body by the Chohan of
the Secret Ray of Akasha, the Goddess of Light. The Goddess of
Light provided the impetus for this Conclave. It is self-evident just
how important this World of Akasha is to your day-to-day life.
Early translations of the teachings of Lord Gautama show that
he knew Nirvana to be the foundation for all creation, right down
to the physical plane. This Discourse, using schematic diagrams
and detailed explanations, confirms that teaching as a Divine
Reality and explains how the Realms of Coming-to-Be and all
Creation unfold, beginning with Akasha. The Causal Body, within
Akasha, is like a great motor that is stepping down the Charge of
your Electronic Body. When your Presence trusts you to use the
Blessings wisely, these Momentums will appear in your life as an
innate flow, an intuitive genius for certain activities, and as Bliss.

The Great I AM is the Fountainhead of All Things

Discourse — January 3, 2020
In the unlocking of the Momentums of your Causal
Body, you must begin and end with the Consciousness of The
Great I AM. This Great I AM is the Fountainhead of all things
bright and beautiful that Come-To-Be out of the Great Central Sun
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and out of the I AM Presence into the Nirvanic World, the first
of the Realms of Creation. The Godhead has Consciousness and
Awareness. The whole variety of Attributes, God Qualities, and
Expressions that are in the Allness of God in the Great Central Sun
first originate in Providence as the Consciousness of The Great I
AM. Consciousness is activity. God is in action already at the level
of the Great I AM. And that action is the Providential Love and
care for every part of life. Every possible avenue of Good is there
in The Great I AM. And it is motivating. The Great I AM is the
motivating center and primal impulse that comes forth from the
Presence of the Godhead. All of the Brotherhood is motivated by
the care and concern of The Great I AM. In the Great Central Sun,
there is the Mind of God eternally conceiving absolute Beauty and
absolute Perfection.

Instruction on Accessing Your Causal Body Momentums
of Attainment

Goddess of Light — January 3, 2020
The Goddess of Light presents instruction on accessing
your Causal Body Attainment. This Attainment has been banked
over the ages for your protection. Your Presence loves you and
desires to manifest good works from your Causal Body as much as
you are prepared to utilize wisely. It is as simple as that. There are
many avenues through which your Causal Body can manifest and
be utilized before your Christhood is truly achieved. You will see
how these Causal Body Momentums that your Presence releases
into your world make a difference! And each time you achieve a
Glory of God that is raised up into your Causal Body, you allow for
greater work that you can accomplish here and now. The Goddess
of Light states that the Path can be as simple as deciding to change
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your life, removing all that is not good, healthy, or wholesome. As
you refine your consciousness, you will behold all of the God Good
that your Presence desires for you to be part of, to accelerate with,
and to establish as creativity upon the Earth — and ultimately, to
place upon the Altar of God as your good works in gratitude to God
for the assistance to bring it forth.

You Have the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light!

Discourse — January 3, 2020
During this Conference, El Morya reminds you that
the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light is available to you.
You have the Gifts of the Gods and the fused merging of the
Brotherhood’s Causal Body Momentums and Attainments which
issue out of the Nirvanic Realm as the Golden River of the Helicon.
By signing the Torch Bearer Affirmation, there is entrée into a
relationship with Saint Germain, Sanat Kumara, and the Entire
Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light. The Masters would never want
you to idolize them, or put them before your own Presence. They
are standing by your side invisibly visible but they do not always
let you know it because you need to win your Victory on your own
by your calls to your Presence. Now enters the Ray of Necessity.
The Heart Flame, which has been content to be a human being for
so long, breaks through the human nature and in that Necessity,
calls to the Presence and demands and draws forth the resources
in answer to those calls. This results in Attainment. The Mastery
that your Presence has long wished for is being elicited from that
Presence by the Heart Flame in embodiment, and new levels of
Attainment are the victories being won.
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The Causal Body is the Vehicle of the Mighty I AM Presence
in the Nirvanic World

Discourse — January 4, 2020
While it is true that the Causal Body stores all the good
Momentums of your lifestream, that is not its only function. The
Mighty I AM Presence uses this vehicle to step down Love for your
Heart Flame to send out a greater release of its Life Wave. The
Mighty I AM Presence uses all that is in the Great Central Sun and
also acts through the Causal Body as an ever-expanding expression
of the Glory of the God Flame, pouring out undiminished giving
to the rest of the universe. The Hearts of the Individualizations of
God in the Great Central Sun send out their Love Rays into the
Realms of Coming-to-Be and initiate the process of creation. In the
first of those Realms, Nirvana, the Elemental Essences of Akasha
coalesce around that focus of Love. Since these Essences have
intelligence, they are able to respond to the Command of the Will
of the Presence to create a new manifestation. Your Causal Body
is a vehicle created in this way by your Mighty I AM Presence
sending forth its Heart Flame into Nirvana.

Be Filled with the Joy of All Things Bright and Beautiful

Surya — January 4, 2020
The Elohim of Akasha lowers the Charge of the Nirvanic
Realm around you. This is the Realm of Perfection that brings
creation into manifestation and is the glorious domain of the
Causal Body. Beloved Surya explains that the Consciousness
which directs Momentums to come forth in your Causal Body is
that of the Mighty I AM Presence. The Presence takes great Joy
in bringing forth Momentums that are new. Hence the Conference
title: All Things Bright and Beautiful. There is nothing repetitive
about the Flow of God, the Momentums are always different. Most
importantly, for acceleration and expansion to take place in your
world you must recognize the need to remain in your Heart Flame,
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with the Vibration of the Christ seated in the position of Authority.
That is how you will experience those more than ordinary victories.
If you have the impetus of God Desire burning brightly in your
Heart to bring forth a Momentum of God Attainment, it can block
out lesser momentums. Call on your Mighty I AM Presence and
any Master with Attainment on that Momentum to assist you.

There is No Limit to What the Presence of God Can Accomplish

Maha Chohan — January 4, 2020
The Maha Chohan has allowed for this Dictation to be
as comfortable as possible for you so you can take the fingers of
Light of the Flame of Illumination within your mind and trace
the patterns being spoken of. That Flame can be touched by the
Master’s Flame and new avenues of Illumination can be forged.
If you could witness the interactions of the Lord Maha Chohan
with Adepts and Ascended Master students daily as they invoke
his assistance, you would see how they deal with challenges that
need solutions. Keeping to Patterns of Purity, they are receptive to
the new awareness of their own Higher Consciousness that they
haven’t accessed before. Behold all that God has given you and
know there is more for you to partake of. The Glory of God is vast.
This is the opportunity when your Causal Body is engaged. Prepare
your chalice to receive the Directing Intelligence of the Presence
from the Causal Body, to allow that cause to be triumphant in your
life.

Shout the Rejoicing Victory of the Jubilee!

Discourse — January 5, 2020
This is the day of the Great Sabbath, the conclusion of
a seven-week cycle of rituals instituted by the Ascended Masters
for us to come together under the expanded Outpouring of
the Secret Love Star. This is a time of recuperation and Divine
rejuvenation. Monroe explains the ritual of the Pharaohs and the
Jubilee tradition from the time of Moses. For Torch Bearers of The
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Temple this means identifying with your Mighty I AM Presence,
knowing that your inheritance as a firstborn Son or Daughter of
God can never be lost. Our version of the symbolic ritual of the
Pharaohs and the rising of the Phoenix bird is the Violet Flame.
Divine Providence is the DayStar under which you are born. It is
the certainty that the victorious outcome will prevail. Regardless
of the mortal assessment, there is the inevitable movement of God
working through Divine Providence culminating in the Victory of
the Ascension.

I Seal the Patterns Released through these
Seven Sacred Weeks

Archangel Purusha — January 5, 2020
As you hold your Torch high, you will recognize the
Light streaming forth from your Presence. You will see the Angelic
Hosts assisting you in magnetizing your Mighty I AM Presence
into the core of your being so you are prepared to fulfill your Fiery
Destiny. Clear away the debris in your feeling world so that you
have the awareness of the Angels and Archangels in your midst.
You have the greatest opportunity ever to truly grasp the Identity of
your Mighty I AM Presence, to draw forth that Perfection into your
life and to begin to thrust forth the Fire of your own Heart Flame by
your good deeds and good works. Rejoice and give Gratitude for
your Mighty I AM Presence guiding and teaching you. You are part
of the fabric of the whole concert of Light and God Momentum.
Do not doubt or think you are unworthy, for that will diminish your
Momentum.

The Masters Are Constantly Assisting You

Discourse — January 6, 2020
The whole of the Path involves stages of self-mastery. As
degrees of that mastery are achieved, there will be the facilitation of
the Light of the Mighty I AM Presence and the Ascended Masters
pouring through the four lower bodies to produce the Victory. The
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goal of the Ascended Masters is always that the Light banish all
misqualification, but they take their cue from your Christ Presence
for when to intercede and when to let you win your own victories.
You do not have to be free of mistakes to continue to benefit from
the sponsorship of the Ascended Masters. They understand the ups
and downs of the Path to Christhood. But, at the same time, you
are encouraged to practice self-correction and self-restraint when
mistakes are made. A number of episodes regarding Arthur and the
Sword Excalibur are explained.

The White Fire-Emerald Ray Actions of Excalibur

Goddess of Light — January 6, 2020
With the Sword Excalibur, you have the White Fire
Diamond Shining Mind of God and the crystalline Emerald Ray
that allow the Patterns of God Identity to flow freely, filling time
and space with the Perfection of God. Calling upon Excalibur sets
the Fires of your Heart in motion. The Ascended Masters will
utilize Nirvana to send forth a Momentum to you because the
corresponding Radiance of Akasha is within your own vehicles.
Any aspect of life that you could consider can be augmented,
enhanced, and accelerated by the Charge of your Causal Body
coming forth. But a recognition by the outer consciousness must
also be present. As your Causal Body is lowered as Momentum and
Attainment, you must learn how to protect it. As the Causal Body
begins to sing within your vehicles of consciousness the great
symphony of your life, you begin to have a greater understanding
of the Attainment that comes forth by the very Presence of God.

The Training Is Beginning to Bear Fruit in Your Life

El Morya — January 6, 2020
There is no turning back from the Light and Momentum
you have already established. You are engaged in the Life of the
Christ, and The Temple of The Presence is your Home. It is your
own Heart Flame and the disciplines you are engaged in that allow
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this to take place. Do not become complacent and think this is as
far as you are intended to go. Your Presence wants you to have
the Charge of Light of each of the God Qualities, sending forth
throughout the world its Identity and Hallmark of God Good that
you have brought to the fore and magnified through the Earth.
Once you have truly mastered being in the Christ Light, there is no
limitation to where your Presence can take you ― even all the way
to the Great Central Sun. This is not a life born of human desire,
but a life filled with the Substance of God Identity.

El Morya Q&A

El Morya — January 6, 2020
Questions that El Morya addresses included: What do we
do when we feel love for others but do not feel loved ourselves? El
Morya says that since Love comes from your Presence, that Love
could not come forth if your Presence did not love you. How to
attain God Patience? El Morya teaches that Patience encompasses
Love, Wisdom, and the Will of God allowing the Christ Light to
endure the cycle, time, and space necessary for the unfoldment of
what is to be. What about when we have a wandering mind during
Decrees and Services? El Morya says that the mental, emotional,
and physical bodies must have the proper nourishment to work
in concert with one another so that the Mind of God charts your
Destiny. How to annihilate returning records of negative karma?
El Morya says to call to your Mighty I AM Presence to release
the Violet Flame, Emerald Matrix, and Ruby Fire into those
conditions. How to tangibly feel the Love of one’s Presence? El
Morya teaches that you must galvanize into your vehicles enough
Light and Momentum from your Decrees and meditations upon
God to have an open Heart Chakra able to feel the Love that your
Presence has for you.
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New Instruction on the Functions of the Causal Body

Discourse — January 7, 2020
The Path the Ascended Masters offer you is one of
learning about God, bringing God into your Heart, communing
with your God Presence, and more and more expressing the
Perfection of your Mighty I AM Presence ― with the Ascension as
the ultimate goal of that pursuit. The whole body of the Teaching
must be embraced. The tools you need to eradicate returning
records and transmute mistakes are in the Decrees provided for
your use. But there needs to be the full engaging of the Power of
the Presence behind the calls so they are as dynamic as they need
to be. The Resurrection Decree is one of the most powerful ways
of beginning the process of resurrecting the Light. As you give this
call Jesus is engaged in working through your Presence to bring
about that Resurrection.

To Access Your Causal Body Attainment,
Master Your Emotional Body

God Harmony — January 7, 2020
If the youth of the world are taught all of the possibilities
that the Mighty I AM Presence has in store for them, the pattern
will be set from the beginning of an incarnation to be open within
their Heart to receive the assistance of the Most High. They will
desire God to be a part of their life, they will love God with an
open Heart, and will establish Momentums of Harmony that unite
them with the Flame of the Living God. This is a recipe to bring
forth a new generation that will love God and be prepared for
the I AM Faith and the Teachings of Cosmic Law, Heart Flames
who will command the Light streaming forth from their Mighty I
AM Presence. You have no idea yet how much Wisdom you have
achieved in this incarnation. Having placed your attention upon
your Mighty I AM Presence, you have already achieved the ability
to hold fast to Higher Truth.
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The Limitless Capacity to Pour Forth
All Things Bright and Beautiful

Discourse — January 8, 2020
The Electronic Body of your Mighty I AM Presence
provides everything you could ever need in this physical world
and even after your Ascension. In the Consciousness of your
Presence are the most exquisite Patterns of Magnificence. The key
to unlocking them for yourself and the Earth is the I AM Awareness
which already resides within your Heart. For the outpost of the
Electronic Body is the Threefold Flame, and the Selfhood of the
Presence is transferred to your Heart Flame through the Crystal
Cord. There is no greater Love than the giving of Selfhood.
Treasuring the Divine Life of the Crystal Cord reinstates the true
state of Oneness. Your Presence has a pure desire to radiate forth
all of the Qualities within its Heart and bless every other part of
life.

We Come to Share Purity and Upliftment in the
Beauty of God

Snow King & Snow Queen — January 8, 2020
It is important to maintain a vibrant, energetic, healthy
body with which to be the temple of the Flame upon the Altar of
your Heart. If your body temple is not held to the highest vibration,
the transfer of the Causal Body Momentum and the Purity of God
cannot and will not be allowed by the Presence. It is necessary for
the Christ in embodiment to bring forth the Divine Light of God to
purify the Earth itself. You cannot throw away something because
it is slightly impure at this moment, without taking the illumined
steps to fill that void with a higher vibration that will continue to
benefit and hold the balance for mankind. But there is no room for
fanaticism in the life of the Christ, for fanaticism disturbs the flow
of the Christ Light and Illumination required to recognize the right
course and momentum to be established.
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